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Kelly Andrew’s lyrical and haunting debut 
#OwnVoices YA/crossover novel, THE  
WHISPERING DARK is the story of a Deaf 
college student with a peculiar link to the 
afterlife, that will appeal to readers of Leigh 
Bardugo’s Ninth House and V.E. Schwab’s 
The Invisible Life of Addie Larue.
Delaney Meyers-Petrov has always talked to the dark. She never 
expected it to talk back – especially to a Deaf girl. When she’s as-
signed to Godbole University’s controversial new-age program, she 
must learn to channel her uncanny abilities to cross between worlds. 
A chronic people-pleaser, she’d be a model student if it weren’t for 
the program’s capricious TA, who seems determined to despise her.

Colton Price died when he was nine years old. Quite impos-
sibly, he woke moments later at the feet of a green-eyed little girl. 
When she told him to stand, he stood. When she told him to live, 
he obeyed. Now, twelve years later, Delaney Meyers-Petrov has 
stumbled back into his orbit, but Colton’s been ordered to keep far 
away from the new girl and her ghosts. 

The day a former Godbole student turns up dead, Delaney and 
Colton form a tenuous alliance, plummeting down a rabbit-hole of 
deeply buried university secrets. When something old and nameless 
takes root in Delaney’s bones, they’re left scrabbling to exorcise the 
entity before it tears her – and their forbidden partnership – apart. 
With the body count steadily growing and Delaney’s soul on the 
line, they discover the deadly toll of leaving the sky between worlds 
open for too long.

Kelly Andrew lost her hearing when she was four years old. She’s been telling 
stories ever since. Kelly lives outside of Boston with her husband, daughter, and 
a persnickety Boston Terrier. She has a Bachelor’s in Social Work, but received her 
Master’s in English & Creative Writing. Kelly is already well-plugged into the pub-
lishing community, with more than 18,000 followers on Twitter.

Kelly Andrew 

 THE WHISPERING DARK

Publisher 
Scholastic

Fall 2022 
323 pages 

Client 
Adams Literary 
 
Contact 
Anja Kretschmann

 
UK Orion/ Gollancz 
Spain Urano 
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“THE WHISPERING DARK 
tells a tale of ambition gone 
too far and the ones who 
must pay the price in a world 
that will burrow beneath 
your bones and nestle deep, 
refusing to let go. Kelly 
Andrew’s prose is a breath of 
fresh air, aching and lyrical, 
the mark of a master in the 
making. This is a story I 
won’t soon forget.” 
—Hafsah Faizal, bestselling Author 
of WE HUNT THE FLAME and WE 
FREE THE STARS

“Ivory tower academia, but 
make it cosmic horror. THE 
WHISPERING DARK seethes 
with forbidden romance and 
truly terrifying shadows.” —
Hannah Whitten, Author of For The 
Wolf
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For readers of Rupi Kaur and Amanda  
Lovelace, unfurling over the course of a  
blisteringly hot month spent in isolation

I LOVE YOU, CALL ME BACK is a poetry collection that was written 
in quarantine, on the heels of a breakup and scary health diagnosis, 
exploring themes of loneliness, anxiety and longing, while also cele-
brating the gifts that come with being alone – the chance to live on 
your own terms, to learn to love yourself without any distractions, 
and be your own champion.

Benaim celebrates the gifts that come with being alone – the 
chance to live on your own terms, to learn to love yourself without 
any distractions, and to become your own biggest champion grap-
ples with the fear and uncertainty we’ve all experienced over the 
past year, but also reminds us that there are moments of joy to be 
found in even the most unexpected circumstances.

Sabrina Benaim is a writer, performance & teaching, and workshop facilitator, 
whose bestselling poetry collection Depression and Other Magic Tricks has sold 
over 100,000 copies. Her videos reached over 100 million people worldwide. She 
was a member of the Canadian championship-winning 2014 Toronto Poetry Slam 
team & in 2015, she represented Toronto at the Women Of The World Poetry Slam. 
Sabrina enjoys breaking down stigma, women who help women, & the Toronto 
Blue Jays. She will accept any invitation to dance. www.sabrinabenaim.net

Publisher 
Doubleday Canada

September 2021 
105 pages

Client 
The Cooke Agency International

Contact 
Hannah Nuspliger-Fosh
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Sabrina Benaim

 I LOVE YOU, 
 CALL ME BACK 
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A sharp, comic, poignant, and powerful 
coming-of-age story of a young South Asian 
woman by an award-winning author, for 
readers of My Dark Vanessa by Kate Eliabeth 
Russel and Luster by Raven Leilani.
When the book opens, it’s 1997, and fourteen-year-old Nina spends 
her spare time 1) reading Beowulf, 2) flirting with an internet pred-
ator, and 3) consumed by a vicious crush on her English teacher, 
Mr. M. Meanwhile, her best friend Amy is slowly drifting away. The 
novel then follows Nina from a disturbing incident at her high school 
to present day, when she faces the classroom as a high school 
teacher herself.

Darkly funny, deeply affecting, and at times unsettling and 
even shocking, THE MOST PRECIOUS SUBSTANCE ON EARTH ex-
amines the fraught relationships that can exist between teachers 
and students, and between those who feel entitled to take what they 
want and those who have something taken. Set against a shifting 
world, it is also a haunting and sharp-edged look at how women 
are conditioned to hide their fear, regret, loneliness, and anger, even 
from themselves. 

Shashi Bhat was the winner of the 2018 Journey Prize, and a 2018 National Mag-
azine Award finalist for fiction. Her debut novel, The Family Took Shape, was a fi-
nalist for the Thomas Raddall Atlantic Fiction Award. Shashi holds an MFA in 
fiction from Johns Hopkins University and a BA from Cornell University. She is the 
editor-in-chief of EVENT magazine and teaches creative writing at Douglas College. 
shashibhat.com

Shashi Bhat 

 THE MOST PRECIOUS 
SUBSTANCE ON EARTH
Publisher 
McClelland & Stewart

Fall 2022 
288 pages 

Client 
The Cooke Agency International 
 
Contact 
Hannah Nuspliger-Fosh 
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“Full of wit and insight…  
a joy to read.”  
—Sharon Bala, bestselling author of 
The Boat People
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A sweeping adventure, set in the late 19th 
century, about science, love, and finding your 
place in the world, perfect for fans of Ruta 
Sepetys and Julie Berry.
Seventeen-year-old Elizabeth Bertelsen dreams of becoming an 
astronomer, but she knows such dreams are as unreachable as 
the stars she so deeply adores. As a Mormon girl, her duty is to her 
family and, in a not too far away future, to the man who’ll choose 
to marry her.

When she unexpectedly finds herself in Colorado, she’s tempt-
ed by the total eclipse of the sun that’s about to happen – and maybe 
even meeting up with the female scientists she’s long admired. 
Elizabeth must learn to navigate this new world of possibility: with 
her familial duties and faith tugging at her heartstrings, a new ro-
mance on the horizon, and the study of the night sky calling to her, 
she can’t possibly have it all… can she?

Rosalyn Eves is a college professor living in southern Utah and involved in the YA 
community there and across the country. The Blood Rose Rebellion series is her 
first. www.rosalyneves.com

Publisher 
Knopf

August 2021 
368  pages

Client 
Adams Literary 

Contact 
Anja Kretschmann
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Rosalyn Eves

 BEYOND THE 
 MAPPED STARS 
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King Arthur meets Peaky Blinders with  
vampires in this dark and gritty duology by 
the New York Times bestselling, award- 
winning author of WE HUNT THE FLAME and 
WE FREE THE STARS.
Set in Ettenia, an amalgamation of 1920’s and Victorian London 
with a dash of Ancient Rome, and dripping with the poisons of co-
lonialism, the novel follows a gang of outcasts in a deadly heist led 
by Arthie Casimir to save her tearoom that fronts an illegal blood 
house, where local vampires can purchase fresh, flavorful blood. 

Vol. 1: As the country of Ettenia expands its colonies, at home, 
vampires are going missing. When an old foe seizes hold of her 
cargo, Arthie Casimir has no choice but to strike a deal: her cargo 
in exchange for a document last seen in the possession of a man 
hiding in the Athereum, the country’s alluring underworld dominated 
by the undead. It’s a job she can’t take on alone, and so she puts 
together a crew and a plan to inviltrate the Athereum – until she 
finds herself in the midst of a conspiracy that changes everything.

Vol. 2: Reeling from death and loss, Arthie’s vengeance takes on 
a new life. Halved of her crew, she forges new alliances to see the 
reign of the East Jeevant Trading Company undone once and for all. 
Once the missing vampires are freed, Arthie turns to the Luminary 
behind the atrocities, pulling all the stops to take him down – only, 
she might need help from an old foe to do it.

Hafsah Faizal is the New York Times bestselling, award-winning author of WE 
HUNT THE FLAME and WE FREE THE STARS, and the founder of Icey-Designs, 
where she creates websites for authors and beauteous goodies for everyone else. 
When she’s not writing, she can be found designing, deciding between Assassin’s 
Creed and Skyrim, or traversing the world. Born in Florida and raised in California, 
she now resides in Texas with a library of books waiting to be devoured.  
www.hafsahfaizal.com

Hafsah Faizal 

A TEMPEST OF TEA

Publisher 
FSG

Spring 2022 
Duology

Client 
Adams Literary 
 
Contact 
Anja Kretschmann

 
France De Saxus 
Spain Hidra 
Italy Mondadori 
Russia Eksmo  
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Set in a richly detailed world inspired by an-
cient Arabia, this duology is a gripping debut 
of discovery, conquering fear, and taking 
identity into your own hands.
WE HUNT THE FLAME (Vol. 1, May 2019, 480 pages)
People lived because she killed. People died because he lived.
Zafira is the Hunter, disguising herself as a man when she braves 
the cursed forest of the Arz to feed her people. Nasir is the Prince 
of Death, assassinating those foolish enough to defy his autocratic 
father, the sultan. If Zafira was exposed as a girl, all of her achieve-
ments would be rejected; if Nasir displayed his compassion, his 
father would punish him in the most brutal of ways.

War is brewing, and the Arz sweeps closer, engulfing the land 
in shadow. When Zafira embarks on a quest to uncover a lost ar-
tifact that can restore magic to her suffering world and stop the 
Arz, Nasir is sent by the sultan on a similar mission: retrieve the 
artifact and kill the Hunter. But an ancient evil stirs as their journey 
unfolds – and the prize they seek may pose a threat greater than 
either can imagine.

WE FREE THE STARS (Vol. 2, January 2021, 592 pages)
Darkness surged in his veins. Power bled from her bones. The battle 
on Sharr is over. The Arz has fallen. Altair may be captive, but Zafira, 
Nasir, and Kifah are bound for Sultan’s Keep, determined to finish 
the plan Altair set in motion: restoring the hearts of the Sisters of 
Old to the minarets of each caliphate, finally bringing magic to all 
of Arawiya. But they are low on resources and allies alike, and the 
kingdom teems with fear of the Lion of the Night’s return.

As the zumra plots to overthrow Arawiya’s darkest threat, 
Nasir fights to command the magic in his blood. He must learn to 
hone his power, to wield it against not only the Lion but his father as 
well, trapped under the Lion’s control. Zafira battles a very different 
darkness festering in her through her bond with the Jawarat – it 
hums with voices, pushing her to the brink of sanity and to the edge 
of a chaos she dares not unleash. Zafira and Nasir find themselves 
falling into a love they can’t stand to lose... But time is running out, 
and if order is to be restored, drastic sacrifices will have to be made.

Hafsah Faizal 

SANDS OF ARAWIYA SERIES
Publisher 
FSG

Duology

Client 
Adams Literary 
 
Contact 
Anja Kretschmann

 
UK Macmillan 
France De Saxus 
Spain Hidra 
Italy Mondadori 
Russia Eksmo 
Poland FHU Napoleonv 
Romania Storia 
Turkey Penguen Kitap Kaset 
Arabic ASP
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Publisher 
Dutton 

May 2021 
256 pages

Client 
Adams Literary  
 
Contact 
Anja Kretschmann

E.K. Johnston 

AETHERBOUND

A thought-provoking new YA space adven-
ture from the #1 New York Times bestselling 
author of Star Wars: Ahsoka.

Set on a family-run interstellar freighter called the Harland and a 
mysterious remote space station, E. K. Johnston’s latest novel is 
the story of survival and self-determination. 

Pendt Harland’s family sees her as a waste of food on their 
long-haul space cruiser when her genes reveal an undesirable mu-
tation, but if she plays her cards right she might have a chance to 
do much more than survive. During the layover at the space dock, 
Pendt escapes and forms a lucky bond with the Brannick twins, the 
teenage heirs of the powerful family that owns the space station. 
Against long odds, the trio hatches a long-shot scheme to take over 
the station and thwart the destinies they never wished for.

E. K. Johnston is the #1 New York Times bestselling author of several YA novels, 
including the L.A. Time Book Prize finalist The Story of Owen and Star Wars: Ahso-
ka. Her novel A Thousand Nights was shortlisted for The Governor General’s Award. 
The New York Times called The Story of Owen “a clever first step in the career of 
a novelist who, like her troubadour heroine, has many more songs to sing” and in 
its review of Exit, Pursued by a Bear, The Globe & Mail called Johnston “the Meryl 
Streep of YA,” with “limitless range.” E. K. Johnston lives in Stratford, Ontario.  
www.ekjohnston.ca
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Part Crazy Rich (Teenage) Asians, part Cruel 
Intentions, this YA reinvention of Tolstoy’s 
Anna Karenina drips teen angst and sizzles 
with young love. 

ANNA K (Volume 1, March 2020, 400 pages) follows our half-Ko-
rean it girl caught between her picture-perfect, family-approved 
boyfriend and the guy who might just be her one true love. From 
their penthouses on the Upper East Side, to the sprawling estates of 
Greenwich, all the way to ultra-hip Indio (Coachella anyone?), Anna 
and her raucous group of friends take us on a wildly entertaining 
ride full of glitz, glamour, humor, loss, and love.

ANNA K AWAY (Volume 2, April 2021, 304 pages)
How the mighty have fallen. ANNA K once the golden girl of Green-
wich, CT, and New York City, has been brought low by a scandalous 
sex tape and the tragic death of her first love, Alexia Vronsky. At the 
beginning of the summer, her father takes her to the other side of the 
world, to connect with his family in South Korea and hide her away.

Back in the U.S., Lolly has forgiven Steven for cheating on her. 
But when Lolly meets a boy at her beloved theater camp, she has 
to ask herself how well Steven will ever really know her. Meanwhile, 
in Manhattan, everything between Kimmie and her new boyfriend, 
Dustin, is easy – except when it comes to finally having sex. And Bea 
escapes to LA, running away from her grief at her beloved cousin’s 
death, until a beautiful stranger steals her heart. Set over the course 
of one unforgettable summer, Jenny Lee’s ANNA K AWAY is full of 
the risk, joy, heartbreak, and adventure that mark the three months 
between the end of one school year and the beginning of the next.

Jenny Lee is an author, TV Writer, and Producer who has worked on the shows 
such as Young & Hungry, Ground Floor, and Shake It Up as a writer and a producer. 
Currently, Jenny is a Co-EP/Writer on Lena Waithe’s new TV show based on the 
90’s Eddie Murphy movie Boomerang. She has also co-written a half hour comedy 
which is set up with Ryan Seacrest Productions and recently sold a kid’s TV show 
pitch to Netflix based on the book series, My Sister is a Vampire. Jenny lives in Los 
Angeles with her husband and Newfoundland, Gemma (yes, that’s a Game of 
Thrones reference). jennyleewrites.com

 
“This innovative retelling  
illustrates the push and pull  
of first love.”  
―Time

Jenny Lee

ANNA K SERIES

Publisher 
Flatiron  
 

Client  
Union Literary   
 
Contact 
Hannah Nuspliger-Fosh

 
UK Penguin Random House 
Russia AST 
Netherlands Moon 
Mexico Planeta  
Film Entertainment One  
TV distribution HBO
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“Blood isn’t a leash, love. Your choice is 
yours.” Vesper’s Amma says these words 
as Vesper has a terrible decision to make. 
And so begins her journey in a unique and 
cinematic world filled with danger, beasts, 
stormtouched, ikonomancy, moss – and 
characters you won’t soon forget.
Vesper Vale is the daughter of revolutionaries. Failed revolution-
aries. When her mother was caught by the queen’s soldiers, they 
gave her a choice: death by the hangman’s axe, or death by the 
Storm that surrounds the city and curses anyone it touches. She 
chose the Storm. And when the queen’s soldiers – led by a paranoid 
prince – catch up to Vesper’s father after twelve years on the run, 
Vesper will do whatever it takes to save him from sharing that fate. 

Even arm herself with her father’s book of dangerous experi-
mental magic. Even infiltrate the prince’s elite squad of soldier-sor-
cerers. Even cheat her way into his cold heart. 

But when Vesper learns that there’s more to the story of her 
mother’s death, she’ll have to make a choice if she wants to save 
her city: trust the devious prince with her family’s secrets, or follow 
her mother’s footsteps into the Storm.

Sunya Mara grew up between the pages of books, reading to explore the world 
and writing to build her own. She earned her BA in film production from the Uni-
versity of Southern California with a focus on screenwriting. Most recently, she 
has written and illustrated for Granity Studios, Kobe Bryant’s production company.

Sunya Mara

THE DARKENING

Publisher 
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

Summer 2022 
Proposal available 
Part of a Duology

Client 
Adams Literary 
 
Contact 
Anja Kretschmann

 
UK Hodder 
Spain & Catalan La Galera  
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Jeannie Mobley

 HOPE DIAMOND SERIES

A lush, slow-burn historical romance set in 
France, and centered around the broken 
history of the Hope Diamond, the high-society 
intrigue of Richelle Mead’s Glittering Court 
series meets the ro mance of Melissa de la 
Cruz’s Alex and Eliza.
THE JEWEL THIEF (Vol. 1, May 2020, 368 pages)
In the depths of the Bastille, sixteen-year-old Juliet Pitau sits cold 
and filthy in her cell. Charged with stealing what has come to be 
known as the Hope Diamond from King Louis XIV, she has one fi-
nal chance to convince the King that her motives were pure. If she 
fails, this night may be her last. Recording her confession is Rene, 
a scribe for the king and the man she loves. But Rene won’t even 
look her way, let alone begin to forgive her for her betrayal of him.

Before Juliet was imprisoned, she was the daughter of the fin-
est gem cutter in all of Paris. The young King Louis XIV hand-selected 
Jean Pitau to be his crown jeweler, the only man who could make 
him shine like the sun. When Louis purchases the Tavernier Violet, a 
large, deep-blue diamond, Jean is tasked with turning it brilliant. But 
shaping it is risky business. While Jean spirals into depression, Juliet 
takes it upon herself to have the diamond cut for the King.

Publisher 
Viking  
 
Trilogy 

Client  
The Jean V. Naggar Literary Agency 
  
Contact 
Anja Kretschmann

THE DIAMOND KEEPER (Vol. 2, November 2021, 384 pages)
Claudie thinks the French Revolution will not come to her small 
village in Brittany, but that changes when her sister’s beloved is 
mortally wounded on her doorstep, and extracts a promise from 
the sisters to complete his mission, carrying the stolen French Blue 
diamond to the leader of the counterrevolutionary Legion, a man 
known as the Rooster of Rennes. 

They find themselves smuggling the diamond to England in 
the company of the Rooster, aka Yannig, a man unlike any Claudie 
has ever known; a man who appreciates, even revels in, her keen 
wit and intelligence, despite her plain looks. Claudie must use her 
wits to overcome her low birth and plain face and help Yannig win 
the extravagant Prince over to their cause.

Jeannie Mobley is the author of The Jewel Thief, and three historical middle grade 
novels Katerina’s Wish, Searching for Silverheels, and Bobby Lee Claremont and the 
Criminal Element, for which she was honored with the Willa Award, the Colorado 
Book Award, Junior Library Guild Selection, and inclusion on numbers notable lists, 
including the Amelia Bloomer List for Feminist Literature, Library of Congress 52 
Great Reads List, the New York Public Library Notables, the Jefferson Cup List for 
Historical Fiction, as well as a variety of state lists.
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Leonie Neuhausen 

 WER FLAMMEN  
 SCHÜRT 
 
170.000 Wörter  
Teil einer Serie

Englische Version vorliegend  
THE FLAMES YOU KINDLE

Kontakt  
Marc Koralnik 
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Der Auftakt der Urban-Romantasy-Serie 
EMPIRE OF ELEMENTS, die sowohl in dieser 
als auch in einer Parallelwelt – der Sphäre – 
spielt. Im Zentrum stehen die vier Elemente: 
Feuer, Erde, Wasser, Luft.

Lautaro ist ein Luftbändiger, der das erste Jahr an der Akademie 
abgeschlossen hat und nun den Sommer im L.A.-Institut, einem 
Forschungsstützpunkt, verbringt. Leya ist eine Erdbändigerin, die 
in der menschlichen Welt aufgewachsen ist. Ihr erstes Jahr an der 
Akademie steht kurz bevor, doch das Verschwinden ihres Bruders 
belastet sie schwer. Leander ist ein Feuerbändiger, der erst nach 
einem Feuer in seinem Elternhaus, das er als einziger überlebt, von 
seiner Begabung erfährt. Mit ihren besonderen Kräften haben die 
Bändiger die Macht, das Gleichgewicht der Elemente und der Natur 
zu erhalten. 

Neuhausen kombiniert in ihren Romanen Urban- und Epic-
Fantasy und schreibt über die Themen Selbstfindung und Natür-
lichkeit, Liebe und Freundschaft, den Alltag an der Universität, die 
Beeinflussung durch Familie und Normen, und den Wunsch nach 
gesellschaftlicher Veränderung. Vergleichbare Titel sind die Sha-
dowhunters von Cassandra Clare, Percy Jackson von Rick Riordan 
und die Serie Avatar: der Herr der Elemente.

Leonie Neuhausen, geboren 1995 in Hessen, fühlt sich überall auf der Welt zu-
hause. Nach einem Studium an der Accadis Hochschule in Bad Homburg, absol-
vierte sie einen Master in International Business an der TH Köln und arbeitet 
seitdem in der Marketingberatung. Die Idee zur Serie EMPIRE OF ELEMENTS 
hatte sie bereits in ihrer Schulzeit, zum Schreiben kam sie später, während ihrer 
Auslandsaufenthalte in Australien und Kanada. Sie ist Social-Media- und Marke-
tingspezialistin und bloggt unter www.leonieneuhausen.de
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From #1 New York Times bestselling author 
Kathryn Purdie comes a high-stakes fantasy 
duology flush with doomed romance and 
macabre magic, perfect for fans of Steph-
anie Garber and Roshani Chokshi. 

BONE CRIER’S MOON (Vol. 1, March 2020, 480 pages)
Bone  Criers have a sacred duty. They alone can keep the dead from 
preying on the living. But their power to ferry the spirits of the dead 
into goddess Elara’s Night Heavens or Tyrus’s Underworld comes 
from sacrifice. The gods demand a promise of dedication. And that 
promise comes at the cost of the Bone Criers’ one true love. 

Ailesse has been prepared since birth to become their ma-
triarch, but first she must complete her rite of passage: to kill the 
boy she’s destined to love. 

Bastien’s father was slain by a Bone Crier and he’s been seek-
ing revenge ever since. Now his vengeance must wait, as Ailesse’s 
ritual has begun and their fates are entwined – in life and in death.

BONE CRIER’S DAWN (Vol. 2, March 2021, 448 pages)
This pulse-pounding follow-up is a story of love, sisterhood, and 
determination as three friends find the courage and power to shatter 
the boundary between the living and the dead.

Ailesse and Sabine, along with Ailesse’s love Bastien, are 
working to chart their own course and rewrite the rules of the af-
terlife. If they don’t break the soul bond between Ailesse and her 
amouré, she could die – just as Bastien’s father did.

Sabine struggles to maintain her authority as matrone of her 
famille – the role always destined for her sister – even as she fights 
to control the violent jackal power within her. Bastien is faced with a 
new dilemma as the spirits of the Underworld threaten the souls of 
his friends – and his father. Ailesse attempts to resist her mother’s 
siren song as she’s drawn into her own version of the Underworld. 
How will she save her friends once she’s cut off from their world?

Kathryn Purdie lives near Salt Lake City, Utah, with her husband and three children. 
Kathryn is a trained classical actress who studied at the Oxford School of Drama 
and was inspired to write her debut trilogy Burning Glass while recovering from 
donating a kidney to her older brother. www.kathrynpurdie.com

Kathryn Purdie

 BONE GRACE SERIES

Publisher 
HarperCollins  
 
Duology

Client 
Adams Literary 

Contact 
Anja Kretschmann

 
Russia Eksmo 
Romania Corint Books 
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A YA graphic novel about body image, social 
media, and the invisible forces that shape 
the way we think about ourselves.
Olive is spending the summer before college at a to-die-for intern-
ship: helping out the digital imaging specialist for a major fashion 
magazine. After attending a glamorous photoshoot, she learns that 
taking pictures is only the first step. Next, she spends time in the 
magazine’s photo editing studio, learning the “violent verbs” (cut, 
crop, slice, lasso) of the industry software and discovering the pro-
cess behind creating “virtual models” – complete digital illusions.

Soon Olive begins to fixate on her own appearance, ponder 
the ethics of this work behind the scenes, and even suspect that a 
popular Instagram influencer is a virtual creation. As her internship 
comes to a close, she’ll try to get out of her own head, attempt to 
quit the internet, and find that the best way to celebrate yourself is 
by helping someone else.

Based on the author’s own experiences, UNRETOUCHABLE 
is a window into a little-known but hugely influential world and a 
tribute to self-acceptance.

Sofia Szamosi is an author and illustrator who makes graphic novels, zines and 
artists’ books. Her illustrations have been featured in publications such as Loose 
Threads, Sleek Magazine and Vice. She received her BA with honors from NYU’s 
Gallatin School for Individualized Study in 2017. She is the illustrator for Whole 
Girl by Sadie Radinsky (Sounds True, forthcoming 2021). She now resides in 
Northampton, Massachusetts. www.sofiaszamosi.net

Sofia Szamosi

 UNRETOUCHABLE
Publisher 
Graphic Universe/ Lerner 

Winter 2022  

 

Client 
The Jean V. Naggar Literary Agency

Contact 
Anja Kretschmann

 
Spain Editorial Molino
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Parzival darf laut Hausordnung nicht im 
Eckschädlerquartier bleiben, denn Hunde 
sind nicht erlaubt! Findet zumindest Frau 
Winzig und lädt alle Bewohner zur General-
versammlung am 19. Juli ein, um gegen den 
Hund abzustimmen. Da hat sie aber nicht 
mit Marlon und Sophia gerechnet... 

Marlon ist immer in Bewegung, kann sich nicht aufs Lernen 
konzentrieren und sagt immer direkt, was ihm gerade durch den 
Kopf geht. Sophia stellt sich ausnahmslos auf Marlons Seite. 
Sie ist ein kluges Mädchen mit einem grossen Herzen. Ihr Lieb-
lingsspiel heisst “savoir vivre”: Sie ahmen die Erwachsenen 
nach, wenn sie sich Zeit nehmen, um das Leben zu geniessen.  
Doch Frau Winzig hat sehr klare Vorstellungen davon, wie so ein 
Leben geregelt sein soll. Sophia und Marlon haben es nicht leicht, 
sich in der Erwachsenenwelt zu behaupten. Die Kinder haben einen 
anderen Blick auf die Welt als die Erwachsenen – in Lea Gottheils 
Geschichte ist die Kluft so gross, dass die beiden reagieren müssen.

Sie greifen zu allen Mitteln, damit Parzival bei ihrem Freund 
Duri bleiben kann. Denn Duri braucht Parzival, wo er doch sonst 
ganz allein wäre – ohne Frau und im Rollstuhl. Und so ein kleiner 
Hund stört doch niemanden!

Mit der Entführung von Parzival klappt es ganz toll. Alle sollen 
merken, wie sehr er fehlt, wenn er nicht im Quartier ist. Kurz vor dem 
19. Juli passiert allerdings etwas, mit dem niemand gerechnet hat…

Lea Gottheil ist 1975 geboren und lebt in Zürich. Sie ist preisgekrönte Autorin (u.a. 
Sommervogel erschienen 2009 im Arche Verlag), Liedermacherin und Schauspie-
lerin, ausgebildete Buchhändlerin und Mutter zweier inspirierender Kinder.  
www.leagottheil.ch

Lea Gottheil 

 PARZIVAL

 
26.300 Wörter 

 

Kontakt 
Marc Koralnik 
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With shades of Kate DiCamillo, this debut 
middle-grade gothic fantasy inspired by the 
Grimm brothers’ Snow-White and Rose-Red 
set in the midlands of modern-day South 
Carolina, is destined to become a classic.  

Landra Jennings writes about deeply felt emotions, siblings, and magical things. 
Her works are heavily influenced by the fairy tales she pored over as a child (okay, 
as an adult too) and her Southern roots (she’s a Georgia native). She had a business 
career she loved but these days focuses her time on community causes she cares 
about and, of course, her writing. She has more degrees than she needs, the one 
she’s using most right now is an MFA in Writing for Children and Young Adults 
from Hamline University. She currently lives in South Carolina with her husband 
and two boys, and also has a special place in her heart for Chicago, where her kids 
were born.

Landra Jennings 

 NEVE AND ROSE

Publisher 
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt 

Fall 2022

Client 
Adams Literary 
 
Contact 
Anja Kretschmann 
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Kelcie Murphy never catches a break.  
Abandoned in Boston, Massachusetts foster  
care has moved her from one end of the 
state to the other, from one miserable group 
home to another. 

On her 12th birthday, Kelcie is moved back to Boston. Her first day 
at her new school takes her on a field trip to a museum where her 
new teacher transforms into a mythical being and forces her to 
unknowingly free a deadly weapon, King Balor’s Evil Eye from its 
magical cage. Kelcie chases after her fairy-teacher, only to discover 
that the necklace she’s worn around her neck her whole life opens 
a portal to the Otherworld, bringing her directly to the ACADEMY 
FOR THE UNBREAKABLE ARTS. A military magic school that trains 
elite soldiers to fight for the Lands of Summer in a never-ending 
war against the Lands of Winter. Kelcie realizes her parents must 
have intended for her to come to this school, and yet, she’s never 
shown any magical powers.

As Kelcie and her friends unravel the mystery of the Eye, she 
finds out her father is the most hated traitor in the Lands of Sum-
mer, and her mother is nothing more than a legend. And to cap off 
Kelcie’s first year, when she and her unit return from their overnight 
final exam, they find their school invaded. To save it, Kelcie and 
her unit must work together, battling the fierce Winter fairies who 
tormented her all these years and destroy King Balor’s Evil Eye for 
good or lose everything.

Erika Lewis graduated from Vanderbilt University and went on to earn an Advanced 
Certificate in Creative Writing from Stony Brook University. She has had a success-
ful career in television production for the past seventeen years, working with Sony 
(V.I.P, Strong Medicine), Fireworks Television (La Femme Nikita, Andromeda, Mutant 
X, Strange Days at Blake Holsey High), Fox (On Air with Ryan Seacrest, Ambush 
Makeover), and G4 (Attack of the Show, X-Play). Lewis is the author of The 49TH 
Key, published in Heavy Metal Magazine, and Firebrand with Legendary Comics. 
GAME OF SHADOWS was her debut novel. erikalewis.com

Erika Lewis

THE ACADEMY FOR THE 
 UNBREAKABLE ARTS 

Publisher 
Tor Teen 

Spring 2022 
Part of a series 

Client 
Union Literary 

Contact 
Hannah Nuspliger-Fosh
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Skye Melki-Wegner’s middle-grade debut is 
a series about warring dinosaur kingdoms in 
the spirit of Wings of Fire, perfect for fans of 
Redwall and Warriors.

Skye Melki-Wegner started writing as soon as she could hold a pen. She was 
immediately drawn to fantasy — and soon her notebooks overflowed with dragons, 
pixies, wizards and various magical shenanigans. After graduating with an honours 
degree in law, she decided to pursue her passion and prioritised writing fantasy 
books over pursuing a legal career. Over the years, Skye has worked everywhere 
from a cinema (where she ate too much popcorn) to a museum (where some of 
her colleagues were literally dinosaurs). Skye’s YA fantasy novels include the 
Chasing the Valley trilogy, The Hush and the Agent Nomad books. Her first Middle 
Grade trilogy, CRETACEA, will be published in 2023. skyemelki-wegner.com

Skye Melki-Wegner 

 CRETACEA

Publisher 
Henry Holt

Winter 2023 
Part of a Trilogy

Client 
Adams Literary 

Contact 
Anja Kretschmann

 
UK Walker
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A Publishers Weekly bestseller full of charac-
ters rich in heart, smarts, and courage, with 
fanciful line art in the tradition of the original 
Frank L. Baum Wizard of Oz storybooks.
Once, in a cottage above the cliffs on the Dark Sea of Darkness, 
there lived three children and their trusty dog, Nugget.

ON THE EDGE OF THE DARK SEA OF DARKNESS  (Vol. 1, March 2020, 
304 pages)
Janner Igiby, his brother, Tink, and their sister, Leeli, will need all 
their gifts and all that they love to survive the evil pursuit of the 
venomous Fangs of Dang, who have crossed the dark sea to rule 
the land with malice. The Igibys hold the secret to the lost legend 
and jewels of good King Wingfeather of the Shining Isle of Anniera.

NORTH! OR BE EATEN (Vol. 2, March 2020, 352 pages)
The Igibys thought they were normal children with normal lives. But 
now they know they’re really the Lost Jewels of Anniera, heirs to a 
legendary kingdom across the sea, and suddenly everyone wants 
to kill them. In order to survive, the Igibys must flee to the safety 
of the Ice Prairies. Janner and his siblings must learn the hard way 
that the love of a family is more important than anything else.

THE MONSTER IN THE HOLLOWS (Vol. 3, October 2020. 352 pages)
Janner’s little brother has grown a tail and gray fur. Not to mention two 
pointed ears and long, dangerous fangs. To the suspicious folk of the 
Green Hollows, he looks like a monster. But Janner knows better. His 
brother isn’t as scary as he looks. He’s perfectly harmless. Isn’t he?

THE WARDEN AND THE WOLF KING (Vol. 4, October 2020, 512 pages)
Janner, Kalmar, and Leeli are ready and willing to fight alongside the 
Hollowsfolk. But when the Fangs make the first move and invade 
Ban Rona, the children are separated. Monsters and Fangs and 
villains lie between the children and their only hope of victory in the 
epic conclusion of The Wingfeather Saga.

Andrew Peterson is a singer/songwriter, and the founder of The Rabbit Room, 
which fosters community through story, art, and music. He and his wife, Jamie, 
live in Nashville. www.wingfeathersaga.com

Andrew Peterson

THE WINGFEATHER SAGA

Publisher 
WaterBrook

Tetralogy

Client 
The Crown Publishing Group

Contact 
Anja Kretschmann

 
UK Hodder 
Brazil Editora Trinitas
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Publisher 
FSG 

September 2021 
325 pages 

Client 
Adams Literary  
 
Contact 
Anja Kretschmann

Megan Shepherd

 DOG STAR

Based on an incredible true story, Carnegie 
Medal nominee and New York Times-best-
selling author Megan Shepherd crafts a  
har ro wing, propulsive tale that will linger in 
your heart long after the last page.

Laika is a Cold Dog, a stray pup fighting for her life on the streets of 
Moscow. One winter night, she is plucked from her alley to become 
a starflyer, a dog trained to travel into space. Distrustful of people, 
Laika tries to do everything she can to escape. That is, until she 
meets Nina.

 Nina is a Cold Girl, lonely and full of questions. Her best friend 
has moved to America in a rush, leaving Nina to face the school 
bullies all by herself. Plus, her father’s work as a scientist in the 
Soviet Space Program grows more secretive by the day.

When the two meet in her father’s laboratory, their growing 
bond slowly warms the chill that has settled in each other’s hearts. 
As the Space Race between the United States and the Soviet Union 
grows fierce, Laika and Nina uncover shocking secrets and hard 
truths that will test their friendship. How will they find the courage 
to chase their dreams all the way to the stars?

New York Times bestselling author Megan Shepherd was “born” into writing, as 
the daughter of booksellers who raised her behind the counter of their independ-
ent bookstore in Western North Carolina. A longtime fan of children’s literature, 
she first took an interest in writing as a Peace Corps volunteer in Senegal, West 
Africa, where she collected oral folktales and compiled them into an illustrated 
book for use in local schools. Her time in Senegal, as well as time abroad in Cos-
ta Rica, Spain, Scotland, Luxembourg, and Switzerland heavily influence her writing. 
When she is not writing, she can usually be found daydreaming in cafes, hiking in 
the mountains, and gardening at her 125-year-old farm, which she and her husband 
and baby share with several hives of bees, nine chickens, two cats, and an espe-
cially scruffy dog. www.meganshepherd.com
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Wiederentdeckung der Bilderbuchklassiker 
aus Japan!
Mitsumasa Anno (1926–2020) gehört zu den größten und angese-
hensten Kinderbuchillustratoren der Welt. 1984 wurde er mit der 
Hans Christian Andersen-Medaille ausgezeichnet und ist vor allem 
in seiner Heimat Japan eine Legende.

Seine Bildbände sind wahre Kunstwerke, die Unterhaltung, 
Kunst und Wissenschaft verbinden und die Vorstellungskraft, das 
kritische Bewusstsein und natürlich die Neugier auf die Welt anre-
gen. Sie sind voller subtiler Details und Überraschungen, und ziehen 
selbst Erwachsene in ihren Bann. Wie die besten Klassiker können 
seine Bücher immer wieder betrachtet werden und begeistern Gen-
erationen stets aufs Neue.

Publisher 
Fukuinkan Shoten Publishers 
 
 

Client 
Fukuinkan Shoten Publishers 
 
Contact 
Marc Koralnik
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ANNO’S ANIMALS (1992) ANNO’S JOURNEY (1977)

ANNO’S MEDIEVAL WORLD (1990)

 MITSUMASA ANNO
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Words and images inspired by summers in 
the Magdalen Islands!

In this magnificent, poetic text inspired by the summers she spent 
in Quebec’s Magdalen Islands, children’s author Marie-Andrée Ar-
senault writes about the beauty of the sea, the sand dunes and the 
old fishermen’s houses that give these remote islands their charm.

Marie-Andrée Arsenault is a teacher and an author. In 2014, she won first prize in 
the Appartenance(s) literary competition organized by the Canada Council for the 
Arts and Radio-Canada. Her most recent children’s book, Des couleurs sur la Grave, 
won the 2020 Harry Black Children’s Picture Book Award.

Marie-Andrée Arsenault 

 UN CHEMIN  
 DANS LA MER

Publisher 
Les Éditions de la Bagnole 
 
April 2021 
36 pages 

Client 
Groupe Librex  
 
Contact 
Anja Kretschmann
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This joyful rhyming book encourages  
children to value the “different” in all people, 
leading the way to a kinder world in which 
the differences in all of us are celebrated 
and embraced.
Macy is a girl who’s a lot like you and me, but she’s also quite differ-
ent, which is a great thing to be. With kindness, grace, and bravery, 
Macy finds her place in the world, bringing beauty and laughter 
wherever she goes and leading others to find delight in the unique 
design of every person.

Children are naturally aware of the differences they encounter 
in everyday life and relationships. They just need to be given tools 
to understand and appreciate what makes us “different,” permis-
sion to ask questions about it, and eyes to see and celebrate it in 
themselves as well as in those around them. 

Heather Avis, founder of the hit Instagram account The Lucky Few and author of 
a book by the same name, is on a mission to create a more inclusive world with 
an emphasis on shifting the Down syndrome narrative. After working as an edu-
cation specialist teaching high school students, she became a full-time mom to 
three beautiful children, Macy, Truly, and August. www.heatheravis.com

Sarah Mensinga is an author and illustrator who has worked as an animator and 
concept artist.

Heather Avis & Sarah Mensinga

 DIFFERENT – 
A GREAT THING TO BE!
Publisher 
WaterBrook  
 
June 2021 
40 pages 

Client 
The Crown Publishing Group  
 
Contact 
Anja Kretschmann
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Maurice the sausage dog likes to twist  
himself into every shape except a sausage!
Maurice the sausage dog loves to twist himself into all kinds of dif-
ferent shapes. Sometimes he looks silly, sometimes he looks funny, 
and sometimes it’s hard to tell what he’s supposed to be! Little ones 
will love turning the pages of this interactive board book and finding 
all the shapes Maurice the sausage dog can twist himself into!

Camille Pomerlo is a remarkably talented illustrator whose unique work was 
awarded the 2020 Hubert Reeves Prize for books that make science accessible 
to young readers.

Camille Pomerlo

 MAURICE LA SAUCISSE 
 EST EN FORMES

Publisher 
Les Éditions de la Bagnole 
 
April 2021 
24 pages 

Client 
Groupe Librex  
 
Contact 
Anja Kretschmann
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Maurice fa it le dos rond ! Veux-tu le f lat ter ?

Où est caché
Maurice ?
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What if anxiety felt like something you  
had eaten?
Once upon a time, there was an icky feeling, like I was going to throw 
up. It started after I ate some leftover smoked salmon. It came back 
when I was at a party with too many friends. It sank its teeth into 
me like a lion mistaking me for a strip of bacon… But it’s all going 
to be OK. Because you’re there.

Catherine Trudeau earned her stripes as an actress, TV and radio presenter and 
columnist before turning her hand to writing.

Maurèen Poignonec lives in France. In 2015, she was one of the 10 recipients of 
the Prize for Young Talent at the Angoulême International Comics Festival.

Catherine Trudeau & Maurèen Poignonec 

 MA VIE AVEC 
 UN SAUMON FUMÉ
Publisher 
Les Éditions de la Bagnole 
 
March 2021 
48 pages 

Client 
Groupe Librex  
 
Contact 
Anja Kretschmann
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